Secube Product List

1- CentraCUBE Workflow Management System (all the business rules in the middle layer can
be designed visually and able to create new elements)
2- Secure Outlook add-in (Encrypted and /or digitally signed e-mail add-in)
3- SignCUBE (An electronic signature application that can be used with any EDMS “Electronic
Document Management System” etc. Or as an stand-alone applications)
4- mSignCUBE (A mobile signature server, it can work with Turkcell, Avea and Vodafon mobile
phone operators, login to the system with mobile signature, the signing of one or more
documents etc. )
5- Financial seal server (it can be used in applications such as electronic invoices, for
organizations that have applications in different locations it can be used as a central one)
6- SecureCUBE (Cryptographic components libraries, data and communication security, long
key lengths, national and native crypto algorithm, the same data packet at each encryption
gives different results)
7- Centiva Enterprise Application Platform ( Web-based, at the plug-in architecture of the
organization’s applications, all would be collected in one spot)
8- Digital Signage System
9- FaxCUBE (Fax server)
10- License protection system ( a license protection server system that cryptographically
protects the licenses of the applications)
11- LiveCUBE (Encrypted instant messaging, at the enterprise size inside companies it is like
skype software but with high security encrypted communication)
12- Secure Explorer (A sandbox for web browsers and desktop applications, our own
developed web browser, suitable for corporate use, games can be prohibited and the entry to
unnecessary sites can be denied inside the company, it is impossible to bypass the system, it is
a browser to improve the performance of the company)
13- SAYS (Digital Asset/Archive Management System, including video and audio
search engine, indexing engine, document management system, etc.).
- Two options: MS SQL File stream based file tables, NoSQL

- Digital Archive Management System for all type of documents, videos, audios etc.
- Electronic Document Management System
- Includes search and indexing engines
- Clients: Web based asp.net or desktop (CubeBoxDriver)
- Check-in/Check-out mechanism
- Version control
- Unstructured metadata
- Encryption, searching on encrypted data (will be ready in three months according to the road
map)
- PDF XMP+IFilter for decrypting PDF content (will be ready in four months according to the
road map)
- Private cloud

14- SmartForms (Intelligent dynamic Web forms, it is used in Stratek Quality Management
System)
15- Secure Email Client (desktop and mobile)
16- Marina Management System (Seagull) : its difference from other marina management
systems is the facility of making "optimization", meaning maximizing the marina’s dock usage.
17- Disket (A yandex disk, it has a similar structure as Dropbox, the goal is corporately being
fast and safe, customers can keep the information on their own server, it is also a cloud-based
system)
18. CubeBoxDrive "Privacy over public cloud": SAYS (Sql and NoSql
options)/Disket/DropBox/Google Drive desktop client - No need to synchronize files and folders
This client can be used for
* Public cloud solution
* Private cloud solution
Files can be stored encrypted for public cloud and this client provides privacy for non-private
cloud services.
- It provides privacy over public cloud by using commercial or custom cryptographic algorithms
- No need to synchronize folders and files
- Windows explorer like user interface
- It can be desktop client for DropBox, Google Drive, SAYS, Disket, etc.

